Microsolvation of LiH+ in helium clusters: many-body effects and additivity models for the interaction forces.
The ab initio calculation of the interaction forces between the LiH+ molecular ion, at its equilibrium geometry, and several He atoms is carried out in order to isolate and assess the importance of many-body contributions in the search for realistic energy and geometry data. The full potential energy surface (PES) with a single helium partner is obtained first by using an aug-cc-pVQZ basis set for He and higher quality ones for Li and H. The calculations were performed at the CAS-SCF plus MRCI level for the lowest potential energy surface over a total of 480 grid points of the two intermolecular Jacobi coordinates, whereas the excited state surface has also been examined in order to exclude the presence of any significant nonadiabatic interaction between the two PESs. A numerical fit of the lower surface is presented and the general physical changes of the ionic interaction when going from the lower to the upper of the two potentials are described and discussed. The fairly limited importance of many-body effects for such systems is seen from further ab initio calculations including several He atoms: our results suggest that, at least in the present case, no strong charge migration occurs after He attachment, and therefore, one could realistically model larger clusters by implementing a sum-of-potentials approach via the presently computed PES.